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You can put
- Faith Paulsen
your hand inside this
absence. The half-set table, knife, cup,
saucer. Lunch is suspended,
undone. The chair, moved, for
some purpose, has not been returned
to its place. From the nine-paned window,
the cold sun slants in. Outside,
on the frozen grass,
beyond the sentinel fencepost,
a splintered log. Here,
the plain white plate,
cold to the touch,
lifts up its porcelain hope.

World Backwards
- S.K. Tatiner
For Joanne
The worst storms start out of sight
in the ocean and head for land. Islands
flatten before them
like the chests of old women.
It is cold in the waiting room, my mother
shivers
in her favorite sweater, wipes the drip
from her nose with a ball of tissue. I wonder
what it is like to worry
how much of yourself you will find in your own head
with each new day. I only know what it is like to get lost
in a book.
The one I’m reading now says
there once was a prosperous Diamond City
off the Carolina coast that twinkled
like candle-lighted windows on the ocean,
where a gull could catch a breeze and coast
a mile and mighty whales dared men into the sea. Survivors
of the final big storm dug through the sand
wreckage
for shutters and clapboards, dishes
and curtains and moved
the city once and for all to safety. Someone opens
the door and calls my mother’s name,
which she always knows
though she sometimes forgets mine. We move
to the doctor’s examining room, me
hauling all our bags

and packages behind her
and still lining them up as the doctor
begins the ritual: “What is the year? The season?
Remember these three words;
I will ask you to recall them later: pot, shirt …”
My eyes are pulled to the window,
where a black rope of cloud lies tangled
in the white and gray sky to the east
on this late summer afternoon. I think I hear thunder
threaten far away. My mother has finished
the counting by sevens now and is trying to follow instructions
to fold a piece of paper in half and put it on the floor.
“Half is not all,” she tells the doctor, stalling. He
smiles indulgently, but she is right.
Half cannot sparkle like candlelight on the waves
or glide like a wind-seasoned gull
or drown in the ocean. Half
survives and moves bits of Diamond City in skiffs
to Harkers Island, and now half is on the floor
with one task left
before we move to safer ground today.
The doctor says:
“Spell ‘world’ backwards.”

Vacancy
- Emily Yin
At daybreak she fired a shotgun six months
pregnant with flowers and nothing
came out. That was the day she learned that
emptiness is a kind of disorder, or
trigger-happy on a diet. She skinned
a grapefruit and dumped it, throbbing, in
the cavity of her chest. Bruises sunset
across her heart like some bitter goodbye.

The Dream
- Peycho Kanev
The window is thin as a spider
scream. Beyond, the darkness
tells the eternal story. Streetlamps,
these nocturnal crocuses, blink
in front of the coming dawn.
Deserted streets. In the gutters
dogs and cats dream they can love
each other. No change. All is the same
like it was in the beginning.
On the other side of the window
is the room with the bed.
The sleeping man wakes up
to become someone else.

the demons of
- Gabrielle Peterson
she talked of leading her brother around the museum,
through the coiled halls that ran maze-like
and slow. how he just wanted to see the good pieces,
the masterpieces. how, she told me later,
he walked past the exhibition that made her
want to stand still, eat paint, allow its hydrocarbons
to pigment her stomach lining. the demons of
james ensor, she said, didn’t phase him at all.
her twin, spawn of the same anorexic mother
who that night, ate spoonfuls of frosting at dinner,
drank heavy dark beer in elegant thistle glasses,
was more attracted to pollock. american gothic.
the pieces in which demons were paler,
and mute.

The Day the Music Died
- Arthur Nahill
Sometimes
even death can’t bear
another bus ride
between cold Midwestern towns
clothes that reek
of smoke and sweat.
Sometimes
death just wins
the toss of a coin
comes down with the flu
and wants
to get to bed early.
Sometimes
death just wants
to hear its song
sung over
and over
on the radio.

Paper Kisses and Pink Pills
- Claire Scott
Friends float through
Touch my hand
Leave paper kisses
On my dry cheeks
Bring perky cards, or
Books I will never read
Starched smiles
Averted eyes
Whispered
Hints of hope
I read my obituary
On their faces
Tubes from every pore
Oxygen hisses, IV’s tick
Beyond the reach of time
Friends float through
Return to cars
Chatting and chattering
Relieved to be free
Of white sheets and
Disinfectant
Doors slam, engines rev
Horns honk goodbyes
As they head home
To warm houses
Falling asleep
To wake again
I whisper prayers that
Died long ago
Take pink pills
And close my eyes
Friends float through
The mist of my mind
Distant light summons

Old Black and White Films
- Carol Smallwood
It is a privilege to have the leisure and access to black and white films including some
before the "talkies" and to see actresses ranging from an ethereal Lilian Gish to an early Lauren
Bacall. Last night it was Dark City that introduced Charlton Heston before his technicolor
spectacular Ben Hur and Jack Webb before he turned into Sergeant Joe Friday in Dragnet. Henry
Morgan was in a B&W movie before becoming Col. Sherman T. Potter in M.A.S.H. I also
viewed a young Raymond Burr in the 1948 Pitfall before he became Perry Mason and Ironside.
Some old films have fortunately been placed in The Moving Picture Archive such as
Impact produced in 1949 but a large percentage has crumbled away. The quality of scripts varies
widely as it does today; one can tell in a few seconds if it is to one's taste. The roles then played
by women has been an eye opener: platinum blondes belonging to mobsters, proper nuns in
habits, grandmothers enforcing etiquette, mothers in aprons and low shoes, the school marms,
the old maids resembling those in the Old Maid card game, the abused wives hiding bruises from
shame.
In film noir (black film), in the 1940-1950's Hollywood thrillers and detective films used
stylistic sharp shadows to show isolation and violent death. Some, for example, The Big Combo,
has been digitally remastered. Anti-heroes and scheming women were popular. Many film noirs
have night settings: car lights, train smoke, flicker of fireplaces, candles, ever-present cigarette
smoke, smog, fog, lights reflected in the rain, shifting shadows. There are so many shades of
gray between black and white: one notices texture, design, mood, lines, more than in color films.
Old films (except film noir) provide reassurance: simpler times seemingly more
predictable, a slower pace without our current technology. One enjoys a sense of omniscience
seeing kids on tree swings in picket yards with milk bottles on the porch. Women wore gloves,
little girls pigtails. Good triumphed over bad;
Aristotle in his Poetics (the earliest work that survived on dramatic theory) believed
audiences do not like villains profiting from misery. The Production Code Administration
required all films released on or after July 1, 1934 to obtain a certificate of approval before
release and for more than thirty years, most motion pictures produced in the United States and
released by major studios followed the code. I've seen these certificates as art of the film credits.
I've also seen those by the British Board of Censors: for example, the film credits of Angels One
Five certify that it "has been passed for general exhibition." Swear words were not spoken, and
the current variety of deprecation wasn't around yet; kisses were timed.
Old films allow the viewer to approximate the year the film was produced by the make of
cars, clothes, furniture, the way people walk and talk, the music, makeup, hair styles, and so
many other details that define the times we take for granted in our own. Change is a subtle thing
and those living with the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World most likely never saw them
slowly changing. Seeing names of stars of one's youth provides continuity and confirmation
when you recognize faces. And yet these times often swept much under the rug like past eras:
patriarchal respectability was highly valued and domestic violence was handled like the
proverbial ostrich head in the sand.
Black and white films have immediacy, a direct emotional involvement with the viewer.
The lack of color, the camera's juxtapositions demand our concentration. One is presented with
complexities in composition in a way that impacts quite like no other medium-but in the end we
all see as individuals through our own backgrounds.

Masonic Sisterhood
- Catherine Gonick
Not all women are meant to give birth,
at least not to anything human.
Some of us bear stones.
They arrive, like a human child,
through pain and tearing,
but never with hair,
though they may grow
moss behind the ears later.
Stones are needed.
They line the beds of rivers,
paths of mountains,
provide a cave or house to live in.
Stones can be carved and stacked;
they can crack in a fire,
take a polish in water,
but they mostly uphold or just sit.
They arrive, like a human child,
through pain and tearing
but soon settle down to their work:
leading long, calm, exemplary lives.

Melting Point
- Tempest Brew
she was a solid
until finding
her rhythm,
then suddenly shuddering
into lava life
she began to melt
and seep away

50 Is Half a Hundred
- Lois Greene Stone
Don't fill out marketing surveys! Don't answer questionnaires put out by magazines!
Don't respond to manufacturers' requests for information in return for free, trial-sized products!
I used to enjoy filling in the blank space above the dotted lines in magazines. Most of the
time, I never even remembered to read how my answers contributed to someone's survey of justabout-anything, but I liked taking these 'tests without grades.’ Whenever a consumer publication
needed assistance concerning a product, I happily submitted an essay on the subject; most
wanted to know about my cars and their performances/repairs. Even in shopping malls, when a
paid person poised a sharp-tipped pencil, I smiled and answered questions, or allowed myself to
sample cookies and explain why cookie A was more impressive than cookie B.
Fewer such publications exist, and anyone placed in a retail store today would record
answers on a tablet or some other electronic device, but there still are surveys even when filling
out warranty papers for items.
Me? Questionnaires? No more. You know the box that asks your age range.... Why be
honest and circle that bracket on forms you also may be compelled to fill out? I never circled the
combined household income as I considered that private, yet I once wore my chronological digits
occupation as if it represented some Girl Scout honor badge.
Ever since I blackened the age-circle, I no longer get coupons for Club Med, ski trips,
beach volleyball, discounts on wall-climbing gear, fragrant soap, personalized notepaper. The
envelopes herald: "hearing help for nerve deafness", and "if you die without leaving a will...",
"free Florida retirement video". The bran cereals offer a 'grandmother remembers' book that I
could fill out beginning with a page 'as a young woman I started to date--'. Adjustable beds claim
"poor local blood circulation of the legs" will improve, and bulk-forming laxatives offer me
$1.00 savings.
Look, I may not want a free coupon to ride the newest roller coaster, but then again I'd
like to be offered such. Give me vouchers for sneakers, discounts for golf vacations, even special
rates for Disneyworld. Advertise an adjustable bed minus two stereotyped old people separately
reading and I might not feel it belonged in a hospital. "Do you have to turn the radio or TV up
louder than normal?" asks the hearing-aid questionnaire on a postage-paid mailer. Heck, I had to
do that when I was the mother of young children who played noisily in the same room that had
the television set.
Fear. That's what comes now in mailings from manufacturers. One quick check of an age
box and I'm bombarded with predicted ailments and quick remedies for sluggish bowels, leg
cramps, memory loss, death insurance, incontinence, loose teeth, impaired hearing, baldness. In
this computerized era, I can't complete another form and omit the age, or, better yet, cross my
fingers and let my pen tip cling to thirty-something. My personal stats have already and
automatically been labeled.
Don't be tempted by tiny dotted lines alongside a question form and fill them with data!
You may receive tourist information about scuba diving or romantic vacation places rather than
Bingo and retirement villages if no survey place knows your age. Throw out what doesn't interest
you, but ski gear or bicycle helmets are definitely funnier to read about than cemeteries.

Auto-Pilot
- Joanna Weston
slow upward movement
as I shuffle dreams
to one side
touch the soft curve
of daylight
limp into morning
half-eyed speechless
routines slack-handed
set to auto-pilot
a slow stiffening
through breakfast
preparing to open the door
for this day
to stride in

Belief Again
- Joe Glaser
In the beginning the precocious child
came crying
pleading even offering God
exotic “You do and I will” contracts.
But with no reply a seed of disbelief was sown.
Over time it sprouted a sapling
rooted in the fertile soil of intellect
grew and matured like a many-legged banyan tree
festooned with ancient and modern proofs of secularity.
Disbelief had sufficed and reigned for a lifetime.
Unchallenged ruler until now
when the cape of age enfolds him
stresses upend equilibrium
and mysterious unconscious mind
slyly unfurls the God banner
tattered but still serviceable.
And he is the pleading child again.
Oh, no...he says
quickly! quickly! take control!
hammer the deviant thoughts back down
grimly psyching himself to tough-out
the trauma that stoked their revival.

whack!

Whew…that was a close one!
Curious
how long-buried belief
rises up from the depths
like a wreck relaunched
by an underwater quake.
Dangling newly burnished relics for salvage.

whack!

Blowing Kisses
- Laurie Kolp
I’m a bit behind
on matters less important than
the fact that my caress
is met with scarlet cheeks
or morning’s first hello
begets disease ‒ legs
you expect to move
struck lifeless
not from neglect,
but from the fact
a pair of aces
cannot save you
from ascending
to the sky,
and I might not
have the chance
to say goodbye.

Capsized
- M.J. Iuppa
Beneath a black willow, a wooden boat
stuck in sand & snakegrass appears
broken by years of work on water
that trembled with weather, ripe
& ready to diminish any net’s haul,
leaving you with rain in your ears ‒
marking the place where you stopped
irrevocably to listen to wind’s consuming
laughter that soon became your tears.

Companion
- Martha Phillips
The demon,
the one who calls herself
‘Perfection’
comes haunting
once again
to flick, pluck
nag, scrape and
wipe down
a messy drop
of humanness.
While the dog
comforts herself
winding her body
in to a soft round
Nose tucked under
hind leg.
And I must endure
the starched, stiff
collar that She-devil
uses to stretch
my head up high
that the world
may not see
my wanton
vulnerability.
And the dog?
Well, that dog
rolls out of her ball
and on to her back.

Eighteen Years Old
- Eliza Callard
We took a bus to the arboretum,
climbed a willow tree and talked. We
wandered until we found statues.
We let our fingertips brush
their copper bumps and we felt
their lips and nostrils and ears and his tie
and her collar’s rose, the folds of her
skirts, anything we could read
like the blind, letting the bumps
flow and lift and roughen our hands.
We saw the swans, we touched the grass.
We sat on a flat rock and dipped our feet in the
cold creek. Which of us was innocent?
Which of us was unforgiving?
And the rose garden, the moment
when the axes met. Lying on the warm
summer grass, smelling what was
to come. Elated, ethereal, blessed,
as if just we two dogs, alpha and beta,
could eat the world.

Half Full
- Ray Scanlon
It's a Saturday of picayune irritations followed instantly by small jewels of compensation.
On the way to my afternoon walk at the Attleboro commuter rail station both lanes yield to thirty
or forty Canada geese, strolling slower than teenagers in a crosswalk. A willing wrangler dashes
out of her car, expedites their meander, and smiles at my thanks.
Starting my first lap down the platform I meet a pair of would-be train-takers at the
posted timetable. Casual rail system users often don't know where they are, the sign two feet
above their heads notwithstanding, and almost never know how to read a timetable. It's either a
forgotten art or requires some kind of brain wiring apparently lost to evolution during a single
generation's use of smart phones. I give them the benefit of the doubt, tell them no, they're not in
South Attleboro, and suggest only that they refer to the weekend timetable. I brim with smug
righteous virtue after my heroic forbearance in the face of ignorance.
A drummer practices in a nearby apartment house-loud, monotonous, maddening. He's
been doing this for years, now; in a major accession of grace no neighbor has throttled him. I just
walk away until I'm out of earshot, walking among trains being the reason I'm here, and with no
angina. My eyes devour the abundant St. John's wort, blazing sun-yellow in the waste at track's
edge. Marvelous how smooth, for the moment, my road is, and how rewarding just a little
patience can be.

Fulfillment
- Adam Restinow
As Josephine walked toward her, Linda thought, Dirt poor but proud. Shoulders back,
chin up, eyes focused – a goddam Marine.
On this her twenty-fifth birthday Josephine Claudette Simmons considered herself a fine,
fine woman. Her husband Andrew often used that word to describe her, especially after
prolonged, energetic sex. Today, when entering The Market Place, one of Asheville’s better
restaurants, she towered in spirit over the other women, drawing stares of admiration and
jealousy.
Three steps behind a waiter, Josephine was Caesar entering Rome, contemplating the
moment, unmindful of the future. She smelled of Dove soap. The swish of her simple rose dress,
worn to her senior prom and now a reminder that this was the best she could afford, was,
nevertheless, a rippling stream. Her aura was the courtliness and civility of the South. Josephine
Claudette Simmons did not enter that restaurant, she absorbed it.
She was fascinated by the array of foods she passed, dishes she could not name, fruits and
vegetables she had never tasted. But it was the patrons who most intrigued. Surely that couple
was too physically intimate to be anything but illicit lovers, and that single woman in the
lavender crepe and stark makeup must be a reclusive Vanderbilt. She said to herself, This is
glory. I struggle and do without; I want this and more. Standing to greet her as she reached the
table and embracing her with warmth and love, her best friend since high school Linda Marlene
Dalrymple exclaimed, “You’re looking damn good. Now sit your pretty ass down and let’s order
a drink. You deserve something special, and this Sunday brunch is just the first part of your gift.”
When, at the age of twenty-one, Josephine married, her mother, Ada, said, “Josephine,
and remember, dear, that is your name, not Josie, and certainly not Jo, presence is everything.
You may be in tatters, and your house a sty, but you are a McHugh woman, and a McHugh
woman is the equal of any other of God’s children. Expect respect, and you will be respected. Do
not tolerate abuse of any kind, even from Andrew, though he is a kind man. Yet even the kindest
of men can be cruel when brimming with liquor. Fear the Lord, do His bidding, and you and
your family will be blessed. Pray, do not forget that.” Ada’s last words to Josephine before
taking her place in the front pew, “And, please, speak loudly and precisely. Convince your father
and me that you know what you are doing.”
Forty minutes later, as she cut the wedding cake in the church basement, Josephine
thought, Well, I did Momma and Papa proud. Andrew and I will have a fine life. Maybe one
child, maybe two. And we’ll be happy. After a Disneyworld honeymoon, the couple took a deep
breath and began their journey.
If life were a series of quiet pleasures interspersed with unexpected joys, there would be
few truths to tell and little to learn. But that is not the way of the world. By the end of their first
year Josephine and Andrew learned that Andrew’s salary as an AT&T linesman combined with
her pittance as a PNC bank teller allowed them only the basics: a third-floor, one-bedroom
apartment; simple, starchy meals; and Goodwill clothing and furniture. Josephine and Andrew
qualified for poor-white, good-as-it gets happiness.
Linda’s mother, Nelly, was as verbal as Ada and as anxious that her daughter thrive in
what she viewed as a pernicious world. A single mother whose husband stayed too long in Iraq,
Nelly believed that not only was your glass always, always half empty but that someone was
always trying to steal the glass. Thus, the molding of Linda began when she was fourteen and

seated with her mother at the kitchen table.
“It’s time you learned the facts of life,” Nelly began.
Linda blushed. “Aw, Momma, I already know everything about sex and babies and all
that stuff.”
“I’m sure you do. TV gives you all the education you need on that subject. I’m talking
about getting ahead in the world, making something of yourself.”
“Well,” Linda replied, “after graduation, I‘ll get a good job, get married, have kids and
buy a house. We’ll come for supper every Sunday.”
Nelly laughed. “You know, I said pretty much the same thing to my mother when I was
your age. But things didn’t turn out the way I thought. So here’s fact number one: considering
what school is like for you, you’re going to have to bust your ass just to graduate. That means
you study till your eyes ache, homework is in on time and correct, and you always participate in
class even if you can’t stand people looking at you. And if you need extra time to take a test, you
speak up and say so. Convince your teachers that you care about your education. Do you
understand?”
Linda mumbled. “Yes, ma’am. Sounds awfully hard, though.”
“It is hard, child. And I’ll help you all I can but you must start looking out for yourself.
Now here’s fact number two: unless you go to college, the kind of job you get will depend on
what you learned in high school and whatever natural talents you might have. Fortunately what
you get from books isn’t all there is to life. Common sense and a reasonable goal make a big
difference.
“Since I’m your mother I may not be the best judge, but you’ve got the kind of
personality people cotton to. You pay attention, you smile, you don’t talk just to make yourself
heard. I see you working well with others, maybe in a hospital, maybe in a department store,
maybe in some government office.”
“I’d like to be a nurse.”
Nelly sighed. “That’s a nice dream, Linda. Now help me get dinner ready.”
Variations of this conversation occurred regularly until Linda turned seventeen, was fully
developed and was dating Tom Hughes, a twenty-one-year-old FedEx truck driver.
On a Saturday afternoon, while ironing and folding clothes in the basement, Nelly
paused, positioned the iron carefully, patted Linda’s hand and asked, “How serious is this thing
with Tom?”
Sensing that this was not a casual question, Linda said, “Oh, you know, we like one
another. And he’s fun. Plans on owning his own truck some day.”
The trumpets having sounded, the gladiators positioned themselves on either side of the
ironing board. Nelly jabbed. “You’ll graduate in a couple of months. Lord knows you and I
worked hard for that degree; time to make use of it. Don’t do something foolish like getting
pregnant.”
Linda parried. “Oh, Momma, I’m not stupid! I can take care of myself just like you said I
should. Don’t worry about me and Tom.”
Angered, Nelly lunged. “I’m worried that a year from now you’ll be still sleeping in your
same bedroom with a crib at the foot of the bed. Tom will be living in the cab of a cross-country
truck, and you’ll be waitressing at Cracker Barrel. I’m telling you straight out that marriage ain’t
in your future until you can support yourself. Don’t make the mistake I did, getting married
before I could stand on my own two feet. Don’t be dependent on a man no matter how much
you love him. A dead husband ain’t worth much these days. Can’t be any plainer than that.”

Linda lowered her shield. “Don’t cry, Momma. I understand.” And she truly did. At that
moment she intuited the relationship between wants and needs, and she cast the dice in favor of
independence and what Nelly held up as the good life.
One year later Linda was selling shoes at Nordstrom’s, the next leather goods at Coach,
then jewelry at Tiffany’s. As Nelly predicted, Linda took pleasure in working with people. By
twenty-five she was an established saleswoman at Frock, a high-end, women’s’ clothing
boutique. She exuded confidence which gave her women, she referred to them as hers, a feeling
that they were making a wise purchase. And while she herself was a size four, significantly
smaller than those she served, no one resented her suggestions that they purchase clothing more
in line with the reality of their bodies. A major reason for her success: she consciously emulated
upper-class vocabulary and speech patterns. In short, she respected the power of money and
mimed the words and deeds of the wealthy.
While Linda grew like the proverbial mustard seed, Josephine, except for weekends and
holidays, rose each morning at 7:00, scrubbed her face and hands as would a surgeon, dressed in
a white blouse, black skirt, and closed-toe, sensible shoes. Minimal makeup, earrings and
wedding ring as jewelry, and clear nail polish completed the proscribed PNC uniform. After
waking Andrew, she had Cheerios, green tea, and an apple or an orange. Her lunch bag contained
a carton of low-fat milk and either a PB&J or a bologna with mustard sandwich.
Andrew always bounded from bed, avid for the day ahead. Everything brought joy. The
smell and touch of laundered work clothes, the heft of work boots, the pulse of his muscles as he
kissed his wife goodbye, his perennial farewell, “Who is the best couple ever?” This was life as
it should be.
The other constant in the couple’s routine was their ardent desire for a child, which
contended with their knowledge that they could not afford one. Even as newly marrieds entering
the Magic Kingdom, they were choosing names. Andrew liked Troy, Josephine thought Rosalind
suggested refinement. Ada was indifferent to the sex; she wanted a healthy grandchild, and she
wanted it yesterday. And so a ritual began. At Christmas each gave the other a small gift for the
unborn child. Stuffed animals, teething rings, parenting books, blankets were then stored in a
dresser drawer to which one pink and one blue ribbon was glued. This drawer became a shrine
and a reminder of what the future could hold should their fortunes change.
The turning-point-in-the-marriage conversation began on the night of their third
anniversary. Andrew firmly believed in family traditions and so, as they had for the first and
second, they dined at Applebee’s, sat in the same booth, were attended to by the same waitress,
and ordered the same meals: ribs, slaw, pecan pie, and Michelob Lite. Andrew began “Well, your
birthday’s coming up. What do you want?”
Josephine usually said, “Nothing” or “Flowers.” Tonight Josephine moved her bangs
from her eyes and whispered, “A baby.”
“So do I, Josephine. You know that. But, honey, we can’t afford a baby. What little we
have saved is for car repairs and a vacation. We ain’t gone anywhere since our honeymoon.”
Josephine became all mothers yet to be. “I just don’t want a baby, I need a baby. I need to
do something important, and there’s nothing more important than bringing new life into this
world. I hate my job, same thing day after day. Nothing is going to change.
“So I don’t give a damn about the money. If we don’t start trying, we’ll never have one.
A baby’ll make me happy. What kind of man doesn’t do everything he can to make his wife
happy?”
But Andrew persisted. “’Of course I want you to be happy. What if you got a job at

another bank?”
“Wouldn’t matter. High school education gets you a teller job no matter what bank you
work at.”
Andrew blinked and sighed. “You know we need every dollar you earn. If you stop
working to take care of a baby, how are we going to live?”
“Won’t be gone from the bank but a few weeks. Momma will watch the baby while I’m
at work; I just know she will.” She touched Andrew’s cheek. “I’m not saying it’ll be easy but a
baby will make us a real family. You know you want a child just as much as I do.”
Almost defeated, Andrew negotiated a truce. “Can we start trying a year from now? Give
us a chance to put aside a little something for our child.”
Josephine nodded; she liked that Andrew said “our.”
At ease in their booth, Josephine and Linda were alternately sipping martinis, discussing
common Facebook friends and deciding what to order. Josephine, thrifty by necessity, said,
“Linda, this place is expensive. We don’t have to eat here.”
Linda laughed, “We wouldn’t be here if I couldn’t afford it. Now pick something you
never had. Be different, be special.” Josephine ordered mussels with seared grits and Linda the
scallops, and because they were who they were, they split an order of cinnamon doughnut holes
for dessert.
Linda began the coffee conversation, “You know, Momma was always telling me to
know your place. Well, if Momma were sitting where you are, I’d say, ‘Momma, I’m in my
place, and it suits me.’”
Unused to two martinis as well as the richness of the meal, Josephine blurted, “What did
she mean ‘know your place.’”
“Didn’t your Momma ever tell you the facts of life? She meant that I should respect
those with thick wallets.”
Josephine said, “That’s not right! Everyone knows the rich can be just as good or just as
bad as anyone else.”
“Josephine, it’s not a question of what’s right; I’m telling you what is. Money talks. And
unless you have a lot of it, you have to pay attention to those who do. Speaking of making
money, how’s the baby account doing?”
“Well enough. The problem is the baby-making machine isn’t working. We’ve been
trying for over a year and not even a late period. Doctor says we’re both OK, but I’m starting to
worry. I want to be a mother.” Josephine splayed her fingers onto the table, almost knocking
over the creamer and sugar bowls.
Linda grasped Josephine’s hands. “Honey, just relax. These things take time. Your
Momma would tell you the Lord has a plan for you. Be patient. Things will work out. Seems to
me, though, that having a baby would put you back to square one.”
“I guess you’re right. But what else is worth doing?”
“Depends on what you think is worth the time and trouble. Momma told me, ‘To get
along, you have to play along.’ Well, she was right. I discovered real quick that if I
complimented a woman, especially an old one, on her makeup or hair, then there was a good
chance she’d ask for me the next time she came in. Didn’t matter that she looked like a clown.
Also learned it doesn’t hurt to flirt with the manager, Mr. Hobson. ‘Course I have to be careful
there; he’s married, but if I need to get off early, he usually says OK. Thinks he likes a bit of
fun.”

“I couldn’t do that,” Josephine replied. “Working at a bank means honesty first. Never
say something you don’t mean and always act and look professional. Have to call each other
Miss Smith or Mr. Jones when there’s a customer around.”
Linda slumped in her chair. “Borrring! These rich ladies call me Linda and are always
telling me stuff about their men. You wouldn’t believe how they behave in the bedroom. Nasty,
nasty. Many times my ladies are buying clothes because they can’t think of anything else to do.
All the poor we have right here, and they’re buying $300 boots they’ll wear twice.”
Embarrassed by the conversation’s direction, Josephine said, “Any men in your life?”
“Nope, and that’s the way I like it. Sure, there’ve been one-night stands, have to keep all
the parts working, but anything permanent would just get in the way of getting to the top. My
career is my life; I don’t have room for marriage and the mess that goes with it. I’ll have my own
shop someday.”
Josephine marveled at her friend’s drive. “I believe you will, and I can’t thank you
enough for this wonderful meal.”
“Now, Josephine, this is what friends do for one another. And this is only half of it. I
want you to come to the store tomorrow. We’re having a sale on dresses. They’re from last
year’s collection but there isn’t much of a change. Anyway, I want you to pick out one and give
it to me to buy. With my employee discount, I’ll get it for almost nothing.”
“Oh, where would I wear a new dress? It’s not like Andrew can afford to take me any
place special even if he wanted to.”
Ignoring the implications of this remark, Linda said, “Hush! I’ll expect you at 9:00, don’t
disappoint me. And don’t give me any shit about missing work. I know the banks are closed
tomorrow ‘cause of Columbus Day.”
Unlike her entrance into The Market Place, Josephine did not stride into Frock. One does
not stride into a cathedral redolent of magnolias, carpeted with Orientals, and backgrounded with
the strains of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. No, Josephine, a mouse, bowed her head and scurried to
the discreetly marked sales rack. There she touched each dress as would a lover touch his loved
one’s hair. These were not coarse, man-made things of cloth and thread and beads and metal;
these were spider’s web and gossamer wings and sunlight shafts. These were the music she never
heard. She almost wept.
As Josephine panned for gold, an older woman wearing a Versace silk suit and clutching
a Kate Spade purse entered the store and crossed to the other side of the rack. She had been
attracted by the sale sign and the sight of someone examining merchandise. It was rare that
anything at Frock was on sale; sales were for lesser stores. She visually flipped through the
dresses with crisp efficiency. No, there was nothing of particular appeal, and they were dated.
Hmmm. There was one that had a certain charm, this red one. As she touched it, she felt
resistance. Josephine’s hand rested on it.
Thinking Josephine was, based on her outfit, someone who stocked the shelves, the
woman handed her the dress and said, “Pardon me, miss, would you put this into a dressing room
for me? I’ll try it on later.”
Josephine smiled. “Oh, I don’t work here. I was just about to see if this dress would fit
me. Let me get someone to see if they have more in stock.”
The woman immediately knew she was dealing with a shopping novice; sale items do not
have multiples. “While you do that, would you mind if I looked in the mirror with that dress? It
might not be right for me at all.”

Josephine sensed that ceding possession could mean losing a dream. She resisted. “I’ll
look and then you can. Could be the dress won’t be right for me either. My Momma told me
sharing is good for the soul.”
Had it not been for the woman’s slight hangover brought about by an over-abundance of
champagne at the prior evening’s gallery opening, the discussion would have ended there and
each would have discovered that the dress was wrong – too narrow in the hips for the woman and
too small in the bust for Josephine. But not so. The woman thought, She’s not good enough for
this dress. She obviously does her own hair. Her blouse is older than I am. That skirt is frayed at
the hem. And those shoes! Who wears running shoes into Frock? She’s probably a shoplifter.”
Agitated, the woman said, “Your Momma would see that that dress is more than you can
afford.”
Josephine glanced at the tag. The price, even if Linda received a 50% discount, was
outrageous. She could not have her friend spend that kind of money on her. Bile rising,
Josephine snapped, “I can’t afford to tolerate someone who can’t be civil.”
And then it was said. Quietly, a whisper, but it was said. “White trash.”
Josephine’s response, while not as quiet, was vehement. “Rich bitch!”
Linda saw the combatants meet and heard the final exchange as she hurried toward them.
As both drew breath to continue the war, she grabbed the woman’s hands and chirped, “Why,
Mrs. Burley, what a surprise. I am so delighted to see you, always a symbol of Southern grace
and charm. And I must say you’re looking quite chic today. I especially like that emerald ring. It
is an emerald, isn’t it?” Not once did she look at Josephine though both were in her line of sight;
Josephine had ceased to be.
Linda’s words released Mrs. Burley from the spell of intolerance, and gentility returned.
“Why, yes, Linda, it is an emerald. Hardly worth mentioning, a family heirloom when times
were relaxed and life was more predictable, if you know what I mean.”
“I certainly do, Mrs. Burley, I certainly do.”
And then Josephine saw in her friend’s eyes and clenched fists the fear that she,
Josephine, would now do or say something that would destroy the bond between this wealthy
woman and her poor servant. Would eliminate the good will she had accumulated with flattery
and obeisance, would doom Linda to a life of mediocrity, a life much like her own. This would
happen because Josephine did not belong here.
Linda turned toward Josephine and adopted a rictus smile. “Thank you for shopping at
Frock, miss, I don’t believe anything on that rack will fit you but you can look. While you do,
I’ll be with Mrs. Burley. One of the other saleswomen can help you if necessary.”
Bewildered but unwilling to betray her relationship with Linda, believing they would
laugh about this incident at a future lunch, Josephine dropped the dress onto the floor, a pool of
blood of little consequence, and walked out into the Asheville sunshine. Were it not for the
children splashing in a nearby fountain, the musicians playing a Joplin rag, and the smell of
azalea blossoms, she would have screamed to the Lord about injustice. Instead she rested on a
bench and considered her life.
Ignoring the storm’s wreckage, Linda held Mrs. Burley’s arm and guided her to women’s
suits. “These just came in. With the cooler weather approaching, you might want to consider one.
Personally, I favor the blue tweed. A little pricier but more in keeping with your skin tones and
shape.”
“Who do you think that woman was?” Mrs. Burley asked.
“I really don’t know, never saw her before. Probably someone from the street. We

occasionally get them. They’re harmless, and we try to be gentle, but they can be a nuisance.
Certainly not our kind of people.”
“Yes, you’re right, the trials of doing business. But what can you do?” Still, feeling
guilty about her loss of decorum, Mrs. Burley purchased three suits and matching silk scarves.
On Tuesday morning after calling in ill, Josephine bused to A-B Technical Community
College and enrolled in the night class entitled Principles of Financial Accounting. When
completing the registration form, she used her maiden name Josephine Claudette McHugh.
Outside, gazing wistfully at the passing students, she calculated that the tuition could be covered
by the baby fund.
Linda’s illness was not so easily cured. While Josephine completed forms, Linda lay
curled on her mother’s couch, her head in Nelly’s lap. “Momma, Momma,” she cried, “I insulted
my best friend. I treated her like garbage.”
“Now, Linda Marlene,” Nelly soothed, “you just did what was in your nature and training
to do. Josephine will forgive you because that’s in her nature. Besides, it was a big sale, and Mrs.
Burley still likes you.”
“I betrayed her.”
Nelly stood. “Linda, look at me. You’re my daughter, and I won’t have you saying you’re
some kind sinner. I brought you up better than that.”
Although recognition is usually reserved for the aged, Linda blinked away her tears,
stood, placed her hands on Nelly’s shoulders, and with stoicism said, “I am your daughter, and,
indeed, you reared me. So believe me when I say, we are guilty. We.”

15th
- Russ Cope
I love the 15th
usually halfway through a month
not to wish my days away
but paycheck's near
and that's the way life rolls here.
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